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ABSTRACT

Finite Impulse Response �FIR� Wiener�like �lters are
applied to time trajectories of cubic�root compressed
short�term power spectrum of noisy speech recorded
over cellular telephone communications� Informal lis�
tenings indicate that the technique brings a noticeable
improvement to the quality of processed noisy speech
while not causing any signi�cant degradation to clean
speech� Alternative �lter structures are being investi�
gated as well as other potential applications in cellu�
lar channel compensation and narrowband to wideband
speech mapping�

�� INTRODUCTION

The need for enhancement of noisy speech in telecom�
munications increases with the spread of cellular tele�
phony� Calls may originate from rather noisy environ�
ments such as moving cars or crowded public places�
The corrupting noise is often relatively stationary� or
at least changing rather slowly� This leads us to in�
vestigate the use of RelAtive SpecTrAl �RASTA� pro�
cessing of speech �Hermansky and Morgan� et� al��
�		�� �		
� Hirsch et� al�� �		��� which was originally
designed to alleviate e�ects of convolutional and ad�
ditive noise in automatic speech recognition �ASR��
RASTA does this by band�pass �ltering time trajec�
tories of parametric representations of speech in a do�
main in which the disturbing noisy components are ad�
ditive� Recently� RASTA was also applied to direct en�
hancement of noisy speech �Hermansky� Morgan� and
Hirsch� �		��� In that case� RASTA �ltering was ap�
plied to a magnitude �or cubic�root compressed power�
of the short�term spectrum of speech while keeping the
phase of the original noisy speech� However� applying
rather aggressive �xed ARMA RASTA �lters �designed
for suppression of convolutional distortions in ASR�
yields results similar to spectral subtraction �see e�g��
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Boll ��		��� i�e�� enhanced speech often contains mu�
sical noise and the technique typically degrades clean
speech�

�� CURRENT TECHNIQUE

RASTA involves nonlinear �ltering of the trajectory
of the short�term power spectrum �estimated using a
��� point FFT applied with a �
 point overlap Ham�
ming window at a �kHz sampling rate�� Currently� we
use linear �lters applied to the cubic�root of the esti�
mated power spectrum �Hermansky et� al� ��		
���
In this study� we have substituted the ad hoc designed
and �xed RASTA �lters by a bank of non�casual FIR
Wiener�like �lters� Each �lter is designed to optimally
map a time window of the noisy speech spectrum of a
speci�c frequency to a single estimate of the short�term
magnitude spectrum of clean speech� For a ��� point
FFT we require ��	 unique �lters�
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Figure �� Block Diagram of System

Let pni �k� be the cubic�root estimate of the short�
term power spectrum of noisy speech in frequency bin
i �i � � to ��	 and k corresponds to an �ms step�� The
output of each �lter is the following�

�pi�k� �
MX

j��M

wi�j�p
n
i �k � j�� ���

where �pi�k� is the estimate of the clean speech cubic�
root spectrum� FIR �lter coe�cients wi�j� are found
such that �pi is the least squares estimate of the clean



signal pi for each frequency bin i� The current design
has M � �� corresponding to �� tap noncausal �lters�

As in the spectral subtraction technique� any neg�
ative spectral values after RASTA �ltering are substi�
tuted by zeros and the noisy speech phase is used for
the synthesis� The technique is illustrated in Fig� ��

Initial �lters were designed on approximately � min�
utes of speech of one male talker recorded at � kHz
sampling over a public analog cellular line from a rel�
atively quiet laboratory� The speech was arti�cially
corrupted by additive noise recorded over a second cel�
lular channel from a� car driving on a freeway with
a window closed� b� car driving on a freeway with a
window open� and c� busy shopping mall�

�� RESULTING OPTIMAL RASTA FILTERS

Filter frequency responses are shown in Fig�� �darker
shades represent larger values�� The �lters are ap�
proximately symmetric �i�e�� near zero phase�� Filters
for di�erent frequency channels di�er� The whole fre�
quency band between � and 
 kHz appears to be sub�
divided into several regions� each characterized by its
own RASTA processing�
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Figure �� Frequency Response of RASTA Filters
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Figure �� Freq� Response of Di�erent Filters�

The highest gain RASTA �lters are applied in the
frequency bands of about �������� Hz� Frequency re�

sponse of typical �lters in this region �slice A in Fig�
�� are shown in Fig� ��A�� Typically� �lters in this fre�
quency band have a band�pass character� emphasizing
modulation frequencies around ��� Hz� Comparing to
our original ad hoc designed RASTA �lter �Hermansky�
Morgan� and Hirsch� �		��� the low frequency band�
stop is much milder� being only at most �� dB down
from the maximum�

Filters for very low frequencies ������ Hz� are high�
gain �lters with a rather �at frequency response �slice C
in Fig� � and Fig� ��C��� Filters in the ������� Hz and
the ����
��� Hz regions are low�gain low�pass �lters
�slice B in Fig��� with at least �� dB attenuation for
modulation frequencies above � Hz� The low frequency
pass�band of these �lters are typically below the pass�
band of the high�gain band�pass �lters of Fig� ��A��

The frequency response of a ��	 tap Wiener �lter
designed on noisy data is shown by the solid line in Fig�

� For comparison� the center taps of the RASTA �lters
designed on magnitude spectrum �i�e� a�b�� in Fig���
are shown in the �gure by the dashed line� Informal
comparisons between the quality of speech processed by
the time�domain Wiener �lter and the RASTA �lters
indicates some advantage of the additional �lter taps
and compressed spectrum used with the new RASTA
�lters�
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Figure 
� Wiener �lter response and RASTA center
taps�

�� EXPERIMENTS

The RASTA processing using �lters described above
has been tested on several recordings of actual noisy
cellular communications �out of training set�� We have
informally observed that the processing brings a notice�
able improvement in subjective quality of the record�
ings� Noise seems to be less disturbing while the qual�
ity of speech is not impaired� Further� we have also
observed that the processing does not seem to impair
the quality of clean speech recordings� A visible reduc�



tion of the noise after processing is apparent from the
spectrograms shown in Fig� ��
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Figure �� Spectrogram showing noisy speech followed by
the same noisy segment after processing�

�� WORK IN PROGRESS

���� Data Collection

A database that includes the e�ects of actual ambient
noise on cellular speech communications is being col�
lected� A training set of ��� sentences taken from the
TIMIT database �complete dr� set� is played through a
portable PC over a public cellular line from di�erent lo�
cations� A test set generated with ��� randomly chosen
TIMIT sentences �dr��dr only� is recorded under the
same conditions for later evaluation of our algorithms�

���� Adjacent Channels

Adjacent channel information has been used to train
each channel resulting in a set of �Multi�Input�Single�
Output� MISO �lters� Initial results with � adjacent
channels �� at each side of the frequency of interest�
show an improvement in the reduction of perceived
noise as well as reduction of residual error at each fre�
quency bin� However� the additional improvement ob�
tained with this structure is noticeable only within the
training set �original � minute source�� while the pro�
cessing generalizes poorly over di�erent speakers and
noise types� The e�ect of training on large data sets
and the e�ect of di�erent architectures need to be in�
vestigated before any conclusions can be drawn�

���� Cellular to Wideband Speech Recovery

Availability of the original ��kHz sampled speech data
has raised the question as to the possibility of recov�
ering a good quality wideband signal from a degraded�
�khz sampled� cellular speech recording� Two steps

have been taken towards the investigation of this prob�
lem�

������ Cellular Channel Equalization

The original ��kHz sampled speech is downsampled to
�kHz and used as the desired response in our train�
ing scheme� The input data corresponds to the same
speech segments recorded over the cellular channel� Ad�
ditional white Gaussian noise is added to the input in
order to avoid excessive gains in the band edges where
cellular speech is not present� Several tests done on
clean cellular communications have resulted in a notice�
able improvement� however� formal comparisons with
other techniques have yet to be done�
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Figure �� a	 Spectrogram of the original speech
 b	 spec�
trogram of downsampled signal and c	 recovered spec�
trogram�

������ Wideband Speech Reconstruction

An approximatewideband fromnarrowband speech map
has been produced by extending the adjacent channel
concept� Now the ��	 trajectories derived from the
�kHz sampled speech analysis are fed to MISO �lters
whose outputs correspond to frequencies from 
kHz to
�kHz �i�e�� bins ��� to ��� and the signal reconstruc�
tion is done at twice the original rate� Training was
performed with 	 TIMIT sentences �same speaker� with
a time window of 
� ms �M � � in ����� In Fig��� we
show an out of training set original wideband speech
spectrogram� the downsampled version of it� and the
recovered spectrogram� Within a given talker the high
frequency recovery appears to be viable� However� for
time signal reconstruction an estimate of the phase of



the recovered high frequencies needs to be performed�
This is discussed in the following section�

���� Phase Reconstruction

Modi�cation of the short�term magnitude spectrum of
a signal and synthesis with original phase do not� in
general� yield a time signal with the desired magni�
tude spectrum �see e�g�� Allen� J���	��� To avoid
distortion in the synthesized signal� especially when
the power spectrum has been severely modi�ed �see
subsection ���� � we are investigating an iterative al�
gorithm �see e�g�� Gri�n and Lim ��	�
�� in which
the mean squared error between the desired spectrum
and the spectrum produced by the synthesized signal
is minimized� In noise reduction applications� we have
used the noisy signal�s phase to perform the initial step
in the reconstruction� In the case of wideband speech
mapping� a linear map from the available low frequency
phase components to the higher frequencies is taken as
a �rst approximation�

���� Postprocessingwith Envelope Enhancement

First proposed for enhancement of ADPCM speech cod�
ing �see Ramamoorthy� et� al�� ��	����� a pre�ltering
technique for spectral envelope enhancement has been
applied in our system� Spectral domain �ltering is
done by designing a �lter at each � ms step with an
untilted and smoothed �th order all�pole model spec�
trum of the particular frame� giving the e�ect of en�
hancing frequencies around formants and suppression
elsewhere� Best results have been achieved by pre�lter�
ing the compressed power spectrum prior to applying
RASTA �lters to its trajectories�

���� Non	linear Filters

Non�linear RASTA �lters have also been implemented
with � layer arti�cial neural networks� Preliminary re�
sults on small training sets show a more aggressive �l�
tering and greater noise reduction� However� musical�
like residual noise as well as greater degradation of
clean speech is also observed� The iterative synthesis
method described above has been used with some suc�
cess to alleviate the phase distortion introduced by the
large amount of spectral modi�cation� Current e�orts
are focused on reducing the adverse e�ect introduced
by the networks�

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new technique for enhancement of
noisy speech in cellular communications� which utilizes
Wiener�like RASTA �lters on cubic�root compressed

short�term spectrum of speech� While no formal sub�
jective perceptual tests were carried out� our initial ex�
perience indicates a possible advantage of the proposed
technique over conventional speech enhancement tech�
niques� Future work will investigate generalization of
the technique for additional noise sources and larger
training sets� In addition� more formal perceptual eval�
uations will be undertaken� Related work outlined in
section � will also be pursued�
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